
 

Microsoft.Toolkit.(2.4.1).(Windows.8.and.Office.
2013.Activator) Setup Free ((TOP))

pot stands for packageobject table and is a way to list what components are installed as
well as enabling them. when installing an office 2013 desktop suite, the installer ships
with a.pot file that describes how the suite works with office 2013. without the.pot file,

some of the core and relevant components won’t work correctly. the.pot file is also used
to generate the uninstaller. a default pot file can be found in the office 2013 installation
folder. if you want to use a different.pot file, download it from the microsoft.com site or

use the microsoft.com website to manually create your own. this can be done by
selecting the “add a download link” option from the support tab on the office 2013
installation screen. see: a pot file has a few different sections. there is the.supload

section that lists the installation information.components and.url sections that describe
the components installed. these sections can be updated through use of an xml editor,

such as microsoft expression blend. microsoft.toolkit.activator for windows 8.1 and
office 2013 the tool is configured to automatically run upon your first-time install of
office 2013 installs settings to automatically start office programs (e.g. word, excel,

powerpoint, onenote) installs to repair any previously broken office 2013 components
installs to repair previous office 2013 updates supports both 32-bit and 64-bit office

2013 supports uninstall of all used office 2013 and non-office 2013 components
supports uninstall of office 2013 without reinstall of office 2013 used for both fresh

installs and upgrades
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a toolkit application uses
the following resources
to store program logic,
user data, and other

program files: data files
store data used in your

application and
additional files that can

be accessed by the
application. localized
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resources store the
strings displayed to the

user and the
corresponding data used
to display the strings. to
determine whether your
application has to free
up space on the user's
machine, you need to

know if any of the space
your application stores
needs to exist on the

user's computer. you do
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this by checking for the
following three items:

localized resources that
are stored in the
application's data
directory. localized

resources stored in the
application's resources

directory. localized
resources stored in the
application's localized

directory. if your
application needs any of
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the resources listed
above, you may need to

free up space on the
user's computer. to

determine whether the
user needs the space for

the resources, you
should keep the

following in mind: don't
store resources in the

data directory (for
example, localize all

strings in the localized
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directory). don't store
resources in the

resources directory.
don't store resources in
the localized directory.
this section only applies
if you're the developer
of a toolkit application

for windows 8, including
win8 store apps and
office 2013. read this
section to determine

whether you must free
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up the space for a toolkit
application. for the best
performance, you should
save data in a file on the

user's local machine.
although your program

can access the data files
on the user's computer
in addition to the data
files on the program's

machine, an app using a
file for its data store will
have better performance
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when your app runs on a
local machine.
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